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Report on the visit of the 1 st Vice President of IBSSA to Singapore

Prof. Giacomo Spartaco BERTOLETTI, K.M. – 1st Vice President of IBSSA was invited to Singapore between 20th April
– 5 May 2002 by Mr. Stephen CHEE – Country Representative of IBSSA for Singapore.
th

“The lion of Singapore”
Mr. Stephen CHEE is not a new personage in the IBSSA world. Thanks to his technical qualities, his strong personality, the
placement in Singapore, neuralgic route of the East-Asian world (Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan and Hong Kong) he is
considering a point of reference for all IBSSA and Martial Arts activities.
We saw him working at the 8th Congress of IBSSA in St. Pölten (Austria) in April, good observer and valid technician, that took
part in the demonstration of the IBSSA International team – Dr. Rony KLUGER (Israel), Dr. Eriks GRINBERGS (Latvia), Mr.
Roberto De RONZI and Prof. Giacomo Spartaco BERTOLETTI (Italy). In this occasion he invited the 1st Vice President of IBSSA
to visit Singapore for a general survey in the different realities that make this Country, Nation and city the financial crossroad of
East Asia.
With Mr. Stephen CHEE, Prof. Giacomo S. BERTOLETTI held lessons:
• for Narcotic, Riot Squad and the Police Academy:
- weapons application, knife and gun attack
- tonfa techniques
- close combat
• for military, high and junior schools, private dojo
- ju jitsu techniques
Prof. Giacomo Spartaco BERTOLETTI (“Gsb”) talked on behalf of the Executive President of IBSSA – Dr. George POPPER and
the General Secretary – Dr. Rony KLUGER, about the potentialities of IBSSA almost at the 10th year of life, that means “year
zero” for the experienced matured and in a position, today more than ever, among the most careful and envied security
associations, for its constructive purposes and the worth of its members in 100 countries all over the world.
Many activities started from the eclectic Gsb, just with the basis point of Singapore that will bring IBSSA to have active part in
the oriental zone where nowadays the security plays a vanguard role.
Everything with the cooperation of the national armed forces, engaged also in the antidrug and in the clandestine immigration,
of the special military forces always more differentiated in very dangerous fields.
Mr. Stephen CHEE was very pleased for the work developed by IBSSA and for the technical visit of the 1st Vice President, who
gave a remarkable contribution to prepare the cadres of armed forces and militaries, scheduled by Master Stephen CHEE.
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